It's still rock and roll to me

A Notre Dame band performs to a group of students. The concert was sponsored by Farley, Fisher, Durkin, chairman of the student reports on progress, to discuss goals and possible administrative solutions, said Carozzi. The three hopes to eventually hold an all-school meeting to review student reports on progress and to hear from faculty and student input, she added.

Five basic proposals for improved security conditions have been formulated by Carozzi's group. Better lighting on the road, a 24-hour patrol car, security booths at each campus end, direct phone lines to Security on the road and better reporting of the incidents when they occur to improve student awareness are positive steps towards the Fourth Annual Great Hunger Clean-Up. The Clean-Up is a national event that works toward community improvement and hunger relief. Volunteers donate their time to clean up local sites and raise money for hunger relief through sponsors, said Liz Durkin, chairman of the event. This year, 100 cities throughout the nation participated in the event. Locally, 150 volunteers worked at 17 sites in South Bend, performing services that varied from painting, to chopping wood, to clearing debris out of abandoned lots, said Durkin, adding, "we even had a group of students who walked down Notre Dame Avenue picking up trash." Volunteering raises at least $30 each, totaling over $2,000, to be donated to domestic and international hunger relief, Durkin said. Half of the money goes to the Catholic Relief Services, and half to local hunger relief organizations.

654 sign security petition

As of tomorrow night with a low near 30. The chance of sprinkles or flurries tonight with a high in the upper 40s. A hazy shade of wintry weather is expected.

Rustlers kill 192 at camp in Kenya

Associated Press

NAIROBI, Kenya—Rustlers armed with machetes and rifles raided nomad camps at dawn and killed 192 people and injured 50 in a remote part of northeastern Kenya, the government said Sunday.

The rustlers stole about 3,500 cattle, sheep, goats and donkeys, officials said. Forty of the 50 rustlers were captured and killed and about 3,000 animals were recovered.

Volunteers raised at least $30 each, totaling over $2,000, to be donated to domestic and international hunger relief, Durkin said. Half of the money goes to the Catholic Relief Services, and half to local hunger relief organizations.
**In Brief**

**Earth faces catastrophe** unless developing nations stem rapid overpopulation, a population control group said Sunday. Over the next 10 years, the world will add another billion people, said the new report by the Population Institute. If not, the world will be faced with a "catastrophic" future.

**Of Interest**

**Award Presentation** today at 4 p.m. in the Center for Social Concerns. The topic will be "Israel and Democracy." -The Observer

**Big Brothers-Big Sisters** are having the Niland Award Presentation today at 4 p.m. in the Center for Social Concerns. Awards will be given to all participants and attendance is required. A regular meeting will be held afterwards. -The Observer

**Senior trip** registration takes place today and Tuesday in the West Point Room of LaFortune Student Center from 7 to 9 p.m. For details call Kathleen at 283-4220 or Theresa at 283-4071. -The Observer

**John Palmer**, former assistant secretary of the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, will give a lecture titled "The Developmental Services of the National Priorities" today at 7:30 p.m. in Room 122 Hayes-Healy. -The Observer

**A Biological Sciences Seminar** titled "Spinal Cord Regeneration in Lower Vertebrates" will be given by Sidney Simpson of the University of Illinois-Chicago Tuesday at noon in the Galvin Life Science auditorium. -The Observer

**Those graduating** in May that have obtained Student Loans must attend one of the two exit interviews: April 19 from 7 to 9 p.m. or April 21 from 7 to 9 p.m. in the Montgomery Theater in LaFortune Student Center. -The Observer

**The John F. Donnelly Program** in Participatory Management within the College of Business Administration will be inaugurated Tuesday. Activities include a lecture by an Irish Management consultant, Edmond Mollon, a specialist in organizational development from Tipperary. -The Observer

**A Republic Madam, If You Can Keep It,** is the title of a lecture to be presented by Professor Perreault McDonald of the University of Alabama's department of history. The lecture, cosponsored by the department of history and the program of liberal studies, will be given on Wednesday at noon in Room 229 of the Law School. -The Observer

**Room picks** for Siegfried and Knott Halls will be held on April 26 at 6:30 p.m. in the Office of Student Residences. A $20 hall tax is required to pick a room. -The Observer

**Peace Corps** Overseas Undergraduate Internship applications are available at the Center for Social Concerns, the Peace Institute and 101 O'Shaughnessy. Freshmen, sophomores and juniors who are American citizens are eligible; candidates should have demonstrated interest in community service and potential to live and work overseas. Fall, spring or summer placements are possible. For more information call 239-5142. -The Observer

**Summer Service Projects** are still available. A $1200 scholarship will be awarded in return for eight weeks of work in the poor and needy in cities across the U.S. A few choice positions remain. For more information stop by LaFortune Student Center. -The Observer

---

**Part time' students need learning feeling**

You've seen them around. You might even know a few of them. They eat here, they sleep here, and according to the registrar, they go to school here. If not for this last fact, however, you might think they were "off-the-trail" tourists. Who are they? They are Notre Dame's "part-time" students. Not the official part-time students. Oh no. These students have full class schedules, pay tuition and occasionally, when they run out of shampoo, visit the Bookstore. You might have assumed they were an extremely faction of second semester seniors. While the majority may be seniors, it is hardly limited to just seniors. In fact, I have come to believe these unique individuals have spent most of their school years perfecting this "part-time" charade. It is evident to me from my experience with them that there are, in fact, two classes among them: the masters and their protégés.

The masters are referred to as "the operators." They manipulate everyone and everything to keep up their game. Paper extensions and make-up tests are secured easily and generally placed low on the list of priorities when making vacation plans.

The protegés, otherwise known as "the wanna be's," are less skilled in the techniques required to maintain the part-time role. They don't quite get away with it.

You may wonder how I have become so well acquainted with this species of students. Well, the fact is, I live with two of them.

They get up in the morning just in time to beat the crowd to the dining hall. In the afternoon they nap (they seem to have narcoleptic tendencies) or watch television, making sure someone keeps track of the soap. They are closely related to the group known as couch potatoes.

Evenings are spent in a variety of places: local gin mills, couches or beds. They can also be seen frequenting malls, airports, big cities . . . anywhere but a classroom or a library. They seem to have an aversion for, if not an actual phobia of these two places.

Being in such close contact with them, you may wonder if I am not myself suspect of such behavior. Well, there have been times when I thought I was falling into their ways. I have taken a few "mental holidays" as they call them, blowing off classes for a day or work for a weekend. For the most part, however, I have only been mildly affected. I have never taken a ten day "Easter Vigil" vacation in California or even thought about a six day "culture appreciationMardi Gras" vacation.

Such are the ways of these people. They schedule all their classes on two days so they can have four-day weekends. For them there is no holiday, event or occasion not worth celebrating.

So, what's my point? Let's just say I wanted to remind some pretty "remarkable" people that they've lost that "learning" feeling. And as the song says, "it's gone, gone, gone. . . ."

---

**WE DON'T MISS IT!**

**THE WALLET'S**

**LIVE**

Minnesota Music Awards
Best Rock Band '85
and Band of the Year '84
this Thursday night 9:30
at Theodore's

---

**LAST YEAR’S BIGGEST ATTRACTION IS BACK!!**

DON'T MISS IT!
Hijack standoff continues

Associated Press

ALGIERS, Algeria—A passenger aboard a hijacked Kuwait Airways jumbo jet said Sunday about 35 hostages on the plane faced certain death if Kuwait refused to release 17 convicted terrorists.

"All the passengers are in good health. I hope the Kuwait government will act quickly to liberate the 17 young prisoners. Otherwise we all face a black end," said the man. He identified himself as Suleiman Farhan Doukhk.

Doukhk, who spoke Arabic in a firm voice, also sent "greetings to the Kuwait people, to my mother and father and to all those who miss me."

The message appeared to be a recording.

On Friday, the hijackers brought two other passengers to the aircraft's radio to make similar statements to the control tower and one on Thursday.

Shortly before midnight Sunday, several Algerian police cars traveled to and from the airport since negotiations began, leading to speculation the hijackers might make a gesture connected with the Muslims' observance of Ramadan, the month-long period of fasting. Ramadan begins Monday.

Since the Bangkok-to-Kuwait flight was hijacked April 5, the hijackers have demanded the release of the 17 extremists, jailed for bombing the U.S. and French embassies in Kuwait in December 1983.

Kuwait has rejected the demand.

The plane, carrying 112 passengers, first landed in Iran, where 57 hostages were released and additional hijackers reportedly boarded the plane. The jet then went to Laraca, Cyprus, where the gunmen killed two passengers and released 13.

On Tuesday night, it arrived in Algiers and on Friday the hijackers released an ailing hostage.

Algerian officials said Sunday that Palestine Liberation Organization leader Yasser Arafat was expected in Algiers but declined to say when he would arrive or whether he would play a role in the negotiations.

On the morning of the 13th day of the crisis, Algerian authorities abruptly expelled hundreds of print and television reporters from the section of the VIP lounge where they had been staying for nearly a week.

Reporters moved into tents erected by Algerian security men on the lawn near the lounge.

Contra talks balk over truce time

Associated Press

MANAGUA, Nicaragua—Negotiators for the leftist Sandinista government and Contra rebels were deadlocked Sunday over when a permanent truce in the six-year civil war should begin.

But spokesmen for both sides said they were not ready to quit the high-level closed-door talks, which began Friday night and are the first held in the capital since the war began in November 1981.

The U.S.-backed Contras are insisting the Sandinistas must rewrite the constitution and institute democratic reforms before they sign any truce. The Sandinistas are demanding that a permanent truce be signed first.

Rebel spokesman Bosco Matamoros called the discussions "frank" and said he was optimistic. Deputy Foreign Minister Victor Hugo Tinoeo called Saturday's meeting "productive" and added, "we advanced quite a bit."

Despite the lack of agreement on a truce, a 60-day cease-fire that started April 1 appeared to be holding Sunday, and neither side complained of any major incidents.

The cease-fire, agreed upon March 21, calls for the rebels to gather in seven cease-fire zones.

But details of when they will rally, how will they be resupplied, whether they will be allowed to keep their weapons, and how this is going to be verified have not been fully worked out.

About 1,000 Sandinista supporters rallied Saturday outside the U.S. Embassy in Managua to protest American support for the Contras and to demand that leaders of the Contra umbrella organization, the Nicaraguan Resistance, sign a permanent truce immediately.

The demonstration was peaceful and no arrests were reported.

In an editorial, the opposition newspaper La Prensa said, "A permanent truce means the Sandinistas should be willing to bury totalitarianism and give up their ideal of ruling (Nicaragua) with a single party."

"If they insist on a truce just to dismember the Nicaraguan Resistance, leaving intact the Sandinista's political-military regime, then there will be no peace or development not only in Nicaragua but throughout Central America."
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Computer/Math Building

Demo Lab 239-5600

Zenith Data Systems

The quality goes in before the name goes on.

© 1987, Zenith Data Systems
Top theologians meet at ND
By DAN MURPHY
Staff Reporter
Eight international top guns in theology met for a conference on Gospel traditions this weekend at the Center for Continuing Education.
"I am impressed with the extraordinary array of scholars from all over the world that have been brought to the campus," said theology department chairman Father Richard McBrien at the beginning of the conference. "I am immensely proud of this conference," he said.


Academics from England, the United States, Canada, the Netherlands, Germany and by the university's RIL to give lectures, participate in panel discussions and answer questions. University President Father Edward Malloy opened the conference by welcoming the panel and defining the theologian. "It seems to me that the function of the theologian historically has been to take the experience of the faith community and make it available to successive generations," he said.

55,000 meals a month to the Mishawaka community. REAL Services provides meals to the elderly of St. Joseph County.

The remaining portion of the money donated to international hunger relief, said Durkin. This money will be sent to Zimbabwe through the Overseas Development Network, a service club at Notre Dame. "to do it with all the concepts and categories available and therefore provide a real service to the community of faith."

Doyle and Paese have established an off-campus commission and are "looking into working closer with off-campus (students) for off-campus crime." In the past two weeks, Doyle said he and Paese have had meetings with many administrators. "Mostly what we have had to focus on is the response to the task forces," said Doyle. Doyle and Paese said they are pleased overall with the administration's interaction with student government. "(University President) Father Malloy is uniquely interested in student activities," said Paese.
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SMC will offer new course

By PATTY GREIPP
News Staff

A new course in women's entrepreneurial training will be offered at Saint Mary's next fall, said William Shannon, associate professor of business administration and economics.

The course, open to all Saint Mary's students, was developed for students and alumni seeking entrepreneurial success, Shannon said.

Alumnae can enroll for free, Shannon said. The course has no required prerequisites, but Shannon recommends a foundation in marketing, management and accounting.

The course will introduce students to the knowledge and skills necessary for entrepreneurial success. Shannon said the course is unique because students who enroll will have the opportunity for a "mini" internship with the Small Business Development Center in South Bend.

The course will teach students to prepare effective business plans, develop marketing and sales plans, undertake marketing research and implement sales programs. Financing, understanding cash flow, using income projections and managing human resources in a growing company, will also be taught. The course will also focus on dealing with lawyers, accountants and other professionals.

Shannon said 98 percent of the 17 million U.S. businesses are small businesses. "Women are starting businesses three times as fast as men.

The course is the only entrepreneurial course for women at the college or university level in the country, according to the U.S. Government's Office of Women's Business Ownership of the Small Business Administration.

SMC prof chosen for council

By SUE O'CONNOR
News Staff

Saint Mary's professor William Shannon was named to the National Advisory Council for Small Business Administration, said Indiana Congressman John Hiler.

Shannon, associate professor of business administration and economics was the only Indiana resident named to serve a four-year term on the council, said Hiler.

Chairman and founder of the Hacienda Mexican Restaurant Chain, Shannon said his duties on the council will be "to work with the Small Business Committees of both the House of Representatives and the Senate to promote and recommend legislation beneficial to small businesses."

Shannon is the first Saint Mary's or Notre Dame professor to be appointed to the council and the only woman's college member on it, Hiler said.

"As an educator at a women's college, Shannon said he feels he can add a unique insight to the council. He said he believes few understand the needs of women in small business. "By the year 2000, one in two small businesses will be owned by women," he said.

Through his involvement with the Hacienda Restaurant, Shannon said he can provide valuable insights to his marketing students. "He believes he is able to bring the academic world, his first love, and the business world together."

"Most members on the council are business persons, not educators," Shannon said. "Professor Shannon will bring to the Council a high degree of knowledge, experience and professionalism," Hiler said. "His appointment will serve the cause of advancing the opportunities for small businesses throughout the country."

Hello mutha

A Saint Mary's junior escorts her mother down the steps at Haggar College Center during Junior Mom's weekend. About 175 mothers attended and activities included a tea, a cocktail party, lectures and a Mass.

Road continued from page 1

The students' response to the Task Force Reports:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>DORMS</th>
<th>PLACE</th>
<th>TIME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4-18</td>
<td>Stanford / Farley / St. Ed</td>
<td>Stanford</td>
<td>6:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-18</td>
<td>Grace</td>
<td>Grace</td>
<td>9:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-19</td>
<td>PW / PE</td>
<td>PW</td>
<td>6:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-19</td>
<td>Morrissey / Howard / Badin</td>
<td>Morrissey</td>
<td>9:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-20</td>
<td>Alumni / Dillon</td>
<td>Dillon</td>
<td>6:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-20</td>
<td>Walsh / Sorin / Cavanaugh</td>
<td>Cavanaugh</td>
<td>9:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-21</td>
<td>Keenan / BP / Zahm</td>
<td>Keenan</td>
<td>6:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-21</td>
<td>Fisher / Pangborn / Lyons</td>
<td>Fisher</td>
<td>9:00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The students' response to the Task Force Reports: Times and Dates of students' response meetings

Task Force members will be there to answer questions. The dialogues from the meetings will effect policy decisions.

MAKE YOUR VOICE HEARD

The students' response to the Task Force Reports: Times and Dates of students' response meetings

Make your voice heard...it's your chance to ask questions and express your opinion.

(Feel free to attend any of the meetings.)
Michiana Chapter - Data Processing Management Assoc.
invites you to their bigger and better than ever 1988
INFORMATION PROCESSING
AND BUSINESS EXPOSITION
Humans at the Professional and Corporate Center
Saturday, April 15 and 16, 1988
You will be in the right place at the right time.
You'll have a Preview Look at the Future in:

- Small Business Computers
- Home Computers
- Computer Display Terminals, Printers & Controls
- Word Processing Equipment
- Drilling Equipment
- Electronic Typewriters
- Office Furniture & Supplies
- Paper Shredders
- Financial Management
- Software for Micro Computers
- Computer Power Supply Units
- Temporary Services
- COM Equipment
- Electronic Cash Registers
- Information Systems
- Service Bureau Applications
- Consulting Services
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Racial Tensions Rising

Associated Press

Recent protests by blacks at predominantly white universities differed in their immediate causes, but academic observers say the incidents reflect increasing tensions.

"There is such a rawness to race relations on campus now," Troy Duster, a professor at the University of California at Berkeley, said last week.

"A lot of black students are feeling besieged and beleagured. They feel that their fellow students and professors wonder why they are there in the first place," he said.

Provocations for protest have run the gamut from an assault at the University of Massachusetts to verbal harassment at Denison College in Ohio to damaged bicycle in Berkeley.

"In every single one of these instances, there has been some local incident or an accumulation of things . . . the straw that broke the camel's back if you will," said Mary Frances Berry, a member of the U.S. commission on Civil Rights and Sigal professor of history at the University of Pennsylvania.

"But if one looks generally, one sees that on these campuses you have the basic sort of reaction against the expansion of opportunity for blacks," she said.

Although black college enrollment has increased by about 25,000 between 1968 and 1986, according to the U.S. Department of Education, the proportion of blacks has declined from 9.6 percent to 8.8 percent of the national student body. Whites accounted for 79 percent of the students in 1986, down from 82 percent in 1976.

Charles Willie, professor of education and urban affairs at Harvard University, said the protests are based on a sense of despair about the Reagan administration's commitment to securing equal opportunities.

"The sense of abandonment leads to a sense of despair, and then there is a tendency to strike at all kinds of harm, instead of accommodating," he said. "There is a sense of despair, the level of toleration is certainly reduced."

Trapeze Artist Dies in Fall

Hialeah, Fla. - A trapeze artist fell to her death Sunday, hitting the floor of a circus tent headfirst and by doing that she fell right on the side of her face. She was 23 and most of the highways in the occupied West Bank as closed military zones.

An army spokesman said the military imposed a curfew on 22 refugee camps and villages in the occupied territories. He said the army also barred journalists and non-residents from Anabta and from Nablus, the largest city in the West Bank with a population of 100,000.

PLO military commander Khalil al-Wazir was killed early Saturday by a bullet wounds inflicted the day before, according to military imposed a curfew on 22 refugee camps and villages in the occupied territories. He said the army also barred journalists and non-residents from Anabta and from Nablus, the largest city in the West Bank with a population of 100,000.

PLO military commander Khalil al-Wazir was killed early Saturday by a bullet wounds inflicted the day before, according to military imposed a curfew on 22 refugee camps and villages in the occupied territories. He said the army also barred journalists and non-residents from Anabta and from Nablus, the largest city in the West Bank with a population of 100,000.

PLO military commander Khalil al-Wazir was killed early Saturday by a bullet wounds inflicted the day before, according to military imposed a curfew on 22 refugee camps and villages in the occupied territories. He said the army also barred journalists and non-residents from Anabta and from Nablus, the largest city in the West Bank with a population of 100,000.

PLO military commander Khalil al-Wazir was killed early Saturday by a bullet wounds inflicted the day before, according to military imposed a curfew on 22 refugee camps and villages in the occupied territories. He said the army also barred journalists and non-residents from Anabta and from Nablus, the largest city in the West Bank with a population of 100,000.
NY primary close as accusations fly

Associated Press

NEW YORK—Jesse Jackson on Sunday accused his Demo-
cratic presidential opponents of inconsistent policies toward South Africa and the New York primary contest moved into its final hours with a flurry of eth-

With a new poll saying the race for New York’s 255 Demo-
cratic presidential nomination is

The candidates also vowed to work for party unity, regard-

The Associated Press, New

dustry charged testimony

The three judge-panel’s 400-

Judge set for Nazi verdict

Associated Press

JERUSALEM—John Demjan-

Meanwhile, Dukakis de-

in the 82 district sometime between 6:30 a.m. and 3 p.m. on April 13. 5:05 p.m. A Howard Hall resident reported losing her 10-year-old cat and contents in the C1 or D1 lot sometime between 1 and 4 p.m. The loss is valued at $50. 5:25 p.m. A resident of Keenan Hall reported the theft of his backpack and contents from his car that was parked in the D2 lot sometime between 6 p.m. on April 10 and 2:30 p.m. on April 11. His loss is estimated at $16. 6:12 p.m. A Fisher Hall resident reported that someone had scratched the paint along the entire length of the passenger side of his car that was parked in the D2 lot sometime between 3 p.m. on April 12 and 5 p.m. on April 15.

Saturday, April 16

9:25 a.m. Security responded to a minor two vehicle accident in the Bl lot. Damage was minimal and there were no injuries.

12:45 p.m. Security responded to a telephone bomb threat at Stepan Chemistry Building.

2:26 p.m. A resident of St. Ed-

In a telephone interview with The Associated Press, New York Gov. Mario Cuomo said he thought there could be a low

Meanwhile, Dukakis de-

that killed 850,000 Jews at the Treblinka death camp in Nazi-

The three judge-panel’s 400-
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Security Beat

Friday, April 15

5:35 a.m. A Security Officer on

3:30 p.m. A resident of Keenan Hall reported the theft of her backpack and contents in the C2 or D2 lot sometime between 5 p.m. on April 10 and 2:30 p.m. on April 11. Her loss is estimated at $100.

2:25 p.m. Security assisted the
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2:26 p.m. A resident of St. Ed-

wards Hall reported the theft of four
cars from the town's courtyard some-
time after midnight on April 15.

10:30 p.m. A set of keys was found on Stopek Basketball Courts and turned to Security

11:45 a.m. A Passapella West resident reported that his car was van-

12:45 p.m. Security responded to a telephone bomb threat at Stepan Chemistry Building.
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On March 30, rustlers hacked
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2:25 p.m. Security assisted the

Notre Dame Fire Department in extin-

ning a small fire for on the North side of the Burke Memorial Golf Course. Damage was minimal and the cause is unknown at this time.

Meanwhile, Dukakis de-

in Arizona’s Democratic presidential caucuses Satur-

day night.

The three judge-panel’s 400-

page judgment is based on more than 15,000 pages of emo-

tionally charged testimony from Holocaust survivors, includ-

documents experts and the suspect himself.

Holocaust mastermind Adolf Eichmann, the only other Nazi war criminal to be tried in Is-

rael, was convicted and hanged in 1961. Unlike Eichmann, Demjanjuk has insisted he is an innocent victim of mistaken identity.

The retired auto worker from

Cleveland, Ohio, is charged with operating gas chambers that killed 650,000 Jews at the Treblinka death camp in Nazi-

occupied Poland in 1942 and 1943.

But few Israelis doubt the

judges will hand in a guilty ver-

For them, the only ques-

Whether the Ukrainian-

born Demjanjuk, 68, will be

sured the death penalty.
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2:26 p.m. A resident of St. Ed-

wards Hall reported the theft of four

cars from the town's courtyard some-
time after midnight on April 15.

10:30 p.m. A set of keys was found on Stopek Basketball Courts and turned to Security

11:45 a.m. A Passapella West resident reported that his car was van-
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**Theology's 'laws' can be reversed**

**Dear Editor:**

In his April 7 Viewpoint column "Best theological route is orthodox," Notre Dame graduate John Regalbuto contends that just as the worlds of science and theology developed "laws" which establish the parameters of useful inquiry, he cites the second law of thermodynamics as an example, so should the world of theology conduct its inquiries within the boundaries of its "laws," which Regalbuto equates with the teachings of the Pope (thus excluding theologians who disagree with the pope's teaching). He writes: "It makes sense that those areas taught consistently over a long period of time can only be clarified and extended, and never reversed." I suggest that such an attitude will render both science and theology stale and meaningless.

In science, the theory that the earth was the center of the universe was "taught consistently over a long period of time" (considerably longer than the second law of thermodynamics). Fortunately, Copernicus was willing to step outside of the accepted "laws" of his time, reverse them and free us from the error that such self-centered thinking creates. The laws of Newtonian physics, taught consistently for three centuries, are now being successfully questioned by those reaching beyond Einstein's "limits" to ever new paradigms by which to model the universe (see Gary Zukav).

In theology, the creation myths of Genesis were held for centuries (even by scientists) to be factual accounts of the creation process. Today, only the most narrow-minded of biblical fundamentalists deny the majesty of God's plan of taking billions of years of evolution (which God allowed us to observe) and let us not forget the Catholic Church's persecution of Galileo for his adherence to the above mentioned Copernican school of thought. The world of science is not the only one that can be rightly accused of being closed-minded and self-centered in its clinging to a world view that was "taught consistently over a long period of time."

Mr. Regalbuto identifies himself as a Professor of Chemical Engineering at the University of Illinois at Chicago. As a student, I would refrain from taking a class taught by someone whose scope of inquiry and vision are so limited. I suggest that such an attitude will render both science and theology stale and meaningless.

**SMC workers cite student rudeness**

**Dear Editor:**

Having been brought up in a Christian atmosphere, we have come to expect those around us who have also shared a Christian, if not a higher, background to have somewhat of the same values and principles. Not only, but, as many others here have realized, we were more than a little on the naive side.

Our experience as student managers for the past year at Saint Mary's dining hall has been a great teacher. We have encountered thoughtlessness, greediness, and rudeness to an amazing degree. Seeing girls call others names over cookies was a shock to our systems—not to mention having to take two hours to clean up tables after every weekly lunch because of the trays and trash left on the tables. We understand having to leave for a class, but a bit of common courtesy would go a long way.

Those individuals who work at the dining hall from student worker to top management work hard and deserve more respect than they are receiving. This has been ignored for a long time because of the fear that we may be overreaching. An incident (Tuesday, Mar. 29) pushed us beyond our limits to the realization that the pernicious attitude of superiority has gotten out of hand. Yelling obscenities at a full-time employee because she is following the policies of the dining hall is uncalled for and is something that cannot be overlooked. However we were amazed and humiliated that this employee took the incident in stride because it has become common practice. If we are such Christian-oriented students, why then is such rude and demeaning behavior to be tolerated and even expected? We are not asking for people to withdraw criticisms of the food service. What we are asking for, though, is for you to realize that the employees of Marriott Corp. here at Saint Mary's are people who work hard and deserve more respect than they are receiving. It is for you to realize that the employees of Marriott Corp. here at Saint Mary's are people who work hard and deserve more respect than they are receiving.

**Quote of the Day**

"Charity requires more than alleviating misery. It demands genuine love for the person in need. It should probe the meaning of suffering and provoke a response that seeks to remedy causes."

**Bishops' Pastoral Letter**

"Catholic Social Teaching and the U.S. Economy"
ND basketball team finds a miracle in Yugoslavia

MARIA JUNIN
accent writer

W
ho could have guessed that a small agricultural
village in the mountains of Bosnia and Herzegovina,
Yugoslavia would be the sight of massive pilgrimages
from people around the world? Medugorje, which means
between the mountains, is the site of daily apparitions
of the Virgin Mary by a group of village children.

Mary began appearing to the youths in the summer of
1981. Since then, hundreds of thousands of people have
flocked to Medugorje in search of God or themselves.
Among these pilgrims are tourists from the United
States, including the basketball team and myself.

Our Lady has been appearing every day to a group of
Croatian children for seven years. The apparitions
occur in a room in the parish rectory. Only the
children see the Virgin. But people praying with them
in the room see a transformation of sorts in the seers
themselves.

Before the apparitions, the children stand and pray.
Suddenly, they stop praying and drop to their knees in
unison. Their eyes are focused unblinkingly on a fixed
spot in the air. The children begin speaking to the Virgin.
Their mouths move, but no sound is heard. When the
vision is over, they stand up again and proceed to Mass.

Through my own personal experience at Medugorje, I
did not believe that I had not even been conscious of the

The Notre Dame basketball team had similar experi-
ences as well. The basketball team visited Medugorje in
the summer of 1987. They related their experiences at a
conference about Medugorje last week. Coach Digger
Phelps commented on having no conception of time.

All three had experiences with the sun. They all com-
mented on how they observed the sun shining on Mass.
It was simply a matter of choice to look at it for an extended
period of time without any discomfort to their eyes.

For all the skeptics out there, how can this be a hoax?
It can not. What kind of incentive could lure a 10-year
old boy up two hours of his day, for seven years? How can miraculous healings be explained? Why
are people not blinded by staring at the sun for minutes at a time? And why do people continue to go to a tiny
Croatian village from so far away places as Australia,
United States, and Great Britain?

Science is not properly researching here, and it cannot be denied. But what is the message Mary is giving to the world? Her

The show's plots are clever and fresh, but not without a
socially relevant point. Behind the alpine setting, and
quirky characters, is a running theme concerning Brian's attempts to rebuild his relationship with Ross. Brian feels guilty for
wrecking Ross' childhood and missing his early stages of growth. Now Brian attempts to make up for that last
time, much to Ross' chagrin. He wants to spend time with his friends. I

The performances on the show are nothing to shake a
rattle at. Douglas Sheehan, formerly of "Roots Landings," makes the switch from drama to comedy brilliantly. Linda
Kelsey's aura of compassion and concern for the family is quite realistic. Thorne-Smith misses intelligence and
good looks to create the lovely psychology major she plays while C. B. Dlamini portrays a carefree, hormone-
derives teen. Ex-"Saturday Night Live" star Julia Louis-Dreyfus steals the show with her zany, sardonic portrayal of a
woman who loves kids as much as they love cold liver oil.

Most important is the theme of "Day by Day" is funny. While reading about Little Red Riding Hood walking about on one
there in some of Ross' book. Ross tells Brian, "Maybe the kids do (the Brian) but my friends are about to form a posse."

"Day by Day" is a witty, clever situation comedy worth
watching. The premise is new and appealing for all ages.
The performances by the main stars and of the toddlers are
everything but superb. If only all sitcoms could be like this...

Soap update

J.R. anticipates takeover of Weststar on 'Dallas'

Loving: Soon after meeting young video producer Jeff
Hartman, Owen gave into her at-
traction and made love with him.
Jack disliked Stacey leaving J.J.
with a sitter while she worked.
Kate learned Clay's true identity.

One Life To Live: Ava fumed
upon learning that Cord was
back with Tina. Donald got a
threat. Mari-Lynn's addition of
time's evidence against Donald
wasn't allowed in court. Blaze
e scapegoated his ex-husband
and made love with herself in
a 20th century mental institu-
tion in Arizona where she met
Melinda. Olivia and Ramsey
bump up.

Ryan's hope: Lizzie broke up with
Ben and moved back with the
affairs finding Ben in bed with
Nancy. Roger figured out why
Ben seduced Nancy. Ryan
and Mark encountered problems
selling their movie idea. Coming:
Lizzie starts over again.

Santa Barbara: Cruz rescued
Chemi from her life. C. J. took
Camillo and pursued C. C. after he and Sophia filed for divorce. Keith rescued Gina from phone mugs.
Cruz stopped C. C. from demolishing the bedroom. Sam and Gina snooped for the remains of Hal Clark. Coming: Fresh
wounds from an old murder.

The Young & The Restless: Kevin is unable to get Victoria's office keys. Nina and the baby moved back to Raves.
only to learn that she and Jack will take over. Jill. Sharon asked Nathan to be a nude model. Ashley solved the
formula problem, and Jack bought out Marc. Coming: Leanna tries again.

Monday, April 18, 1988

New series

‘Day by Day’ provides
laughs on Sunday nights

JOE BOCULO
accent writer

Several years ago NBC intro-
duced America to the
lovely family of love,
compassion, and Alex. Ever
since then, "Family Ties" has
been a success among which
people arrange their evening
schedules. Now the creators of
"Family Ties" introduce the
Harpers of "Day by Day," a
family that's sure to take enter-
tainment and will one step
further.

NBC airs its new hit comedy
"Day by Day" on Sundays at
8:30 right after the Reatons.
The show centers around Brian
(Douglas Sheehan) who
recently quit his job to be
home, and his wife Kate (Linda
Kelsey) who turn their living
room into a day care center
each and every weekday. By
their son n J.J. (C. B. Dlamini) has swallowed the last
short loaf piece of Citizen Surprise (this own box of creation
consisting of bread soaked in
orange juice). The house is full
of toddlers (one of which is
their own baby girl) who are
eager to learn—and teach
a few lessons. Kristen
(Courteney Thorne-Smith)
helps the Harpers and is the victim of
Ross' teenage emotions. An
other series regular is Eileen
Swift (Julia Louise-Dreyfuss) a
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Andretti, who had won three of the first four Indy-car races here, including last year's, started on the outside of the front row and dashed past pole-winner Danny Sullivan at the start.

Unser started fourth in the 26-car field but got a very good jump at the green flag and also made it past Sullivan's Penske PC17-Chevrolet.

In turn eight on the 11-turn circuit—a hairpin—Unser went to the inside to take the lead on the first lap and pulled away from the second-place car.

He built a margin of nearly 17 seconds over Andretti by lap 19. At that point, Scott Brayton's spin in the hairpin brought out a full-course caution flag and sent all the leaders onto pit road for their first round of pit stops.

Unser's crew, directed by chief mechanic Owen Snyder, had problems with the lug nut on the front tire, apparently stripping it.

They eventually got a new tire mounted on, but the lap drop derailed Unser back to sixth, with Boesel, who stayed on the track during the caution, taking the lead.

Boesel lost power as the cars were about to take the green flag again on lap 24, giving up the lead to Andretti's Lola Chevrolet. Andretti, in turn, gave up the lead when he tagged post of the concrete barriers lining the temporary circuit and came away with a flat front tire on lap 27.

Andretti, in turn, tagged one of the concrete barriers lining the temporary circuit and came away with a flat front tire on lap 27.
Final 64 take the court

The one only with a chance to catch Norman on the final hole, missed a 39-foot birdie putt that would have forced a playoff. Hutton grinned broadly and shook hands with a smiling Norman, who then tossed the youngster's hair.

"I showed him impatience and courage. He told me he wanted to win 64 and win I shot a 66 and that was enough," Norman gave Hutton the plaid jacket and trophy awarded to the winner. "I'd like you to have it and put it in your hospital room. This is your trophy." Norman said to Hutton, who was wearing the jacket already. "I almost had heart failure with all those short (par) puts, but he made them," Hutton said after Norman had one-putted for par on the last two holes.

Norman scored his first American victory since 1986 with a 270 total, 13 under par on the picturesque Harbour Town Golf Links. The victory was worth $126,000 from the total purse of $700,000 and pushed Norman's earnings on the American tour to $831,168 for the year. He won three American titles earlier this season.

Frost, who has recorded six runner-up finishes without a victory in four seasons on the American tour, was second again. He had a 70 and tied with 13th-seeded Morgan. "He hasn't finished lower than eighth this season, a good sign for him," said Frost.

Two rounds of 51, one of 52, and five of 60 was expected to be a good match. Obviously, we didn't get that.

The Irish had little trouble in defeating Northwest Missouri State, sweeping all six singles matches in straight sets. Number one singles, CeCe Cahill did not lose a game in beating Kelly Lintz 6-0, 6-0. Second-seeded Michelle Darrin cruised by Carrie Cornell 6-1, 6-2, while Alice Lobbes eliminated Ann Arts 6-1, 6-0 at number three.

Kim Pacella prevailed over Amy Anderson 6-1, 6-4 at number-four, Natalie Illig put away Vicki Hollander 6-1, 6-4 at number-five and Cathy Bradshaw emerged victorious over Patty Dingfield 6-4, 6-4 at number-six. The teams did not play doubles.

Norman wins Heritage, rallies from four down

Associated Press

HILTON HEAD ISLAND, S.C. - Greg Norman, accompanied by a gravely ill teen-ager whose wish it was to watch him play, walked every step and watched every stroke as Norman emerged from a four-man scramble with a bogey-free final round of 5-under par.

Hutton was given the trip to the Harbour Island from a charitable group, Thursday's Child, which attempts to grant wishes of seriously ill youngsters.

Hutton, from Madison, Wis., said this idol on his player's bag beside the 18th green after he had completed play and waited for the final groups to finish.

The two sat and watched as David Frost of South Africa, the last man on the course and in contention, missed a 20-foot birdie putt that would have forced a playoff. Frost, who has recorded six runner-up finishes without a victory in four seasons on the American tour, was second again. He had a 70 and tied with 13th-seeded Morgan. "He hasn't finished lower than eighth this season, a good sign for him," said Frost.

Two rounds of 51, one of 52, and five of 60 was expected to be a good match. Obviously, we didn't get that.

The Irish had little trouble in defeating Northwest Missouri State, sweeping all six singles matches in straight sets. Number one singles, CeCe Cahill did not lose a game in beating Kelly Lintz 6-0, 6-0. Second-seeded Michelle Darrin cruised by Carrie Cornell 6-1, 6-2, while Alice Lobbes eliminated Ann Arts 6-1, 6-0 at number-three.

Kim Pacella prevailed over Amy Anderson 6-1, 6-4 at number-four, Natalie Illig put away Vicki Hollander 6-1, 6-4 at number-five and Cathy Bradshaw emerged victorious over Patty Dingfield 6-4, 6-4 at number-six. The teams did not play doubles.

Norman wins Heritage, rallies from four down

Spring continued from page 16

Defensive tackle Steve Bready led the defense through the offensive line with three sacks, one coming off the quarters last drive. Bready and the rest of the defensive squad held the Irish offensive unit to 286 yards.

"We're seeing every defense known to man, seeing all kinds of stunts and everything else," Holtz said. "Barry Alvarez thinks that will give us a better chance if we do all those things. "Whatever is going to enable us to be a good defensive team, we do. Defense is going to take first priority."

The special teams' units finally got a chance to compete in a spring scrimmage. Junior Sean Connell and freshman Jim Sexton both averaged 32.5 yards on punts, while senior Pete Hartweg averaged 24 yards on three punt attempts, for 72 yards. He missed a field goal attempt from 45 yards, and freshman Troy Hackett missed from 46 yards out. Ricky Watters led the returners with a 39-yard run.

"We did not hit the ball real well," Holtz said. "Reggie hit two good ones and one bad one, but there wasn't anything impressive about the kicking." Holtz gave the squad the weekend off, and practice resumes Tuesday afternoon.

THE HESBURGH PROGRAM IN PUBLIC SERVICE PRESENTS DR. JOHN L. PALMER Senior Economist and Co-Director, Changing Domestic Priorities Project The Urban Institute 4:00 p.m. Monday, April 18, 1988 University Park Mall Reading National Priorities By FRANK PASTOR Sports Writer Notre Dame coach Michele Gelfman clearly was not pleased with the results after her women's tennis team split its weekend matches. Although the team lost to Southern Illinois-Edwardsville 34-6 on Saturday, it was Sunday's 6-0 victory over Northwest Missouri State which the third-year coach found particularly encouraging.

When the Irish (11-4) left Notre Dame on Thursday, they expected to meet Mankato State in Sunday's match. However, upon its arrival at SIU-Edwardsville, the team found Northwest Missouri State on the other side of the nets.

The ease with which the Irish disposed of their foe was reflected in the game time.

While the typical dual match for Notre Dame takes approximately five hours to complete, Sunday's match was concluded in an hour.

"It was a ridiculous match," said Gelfman. "Going in, we expected two good matches. Obviously, we didn't get that."

The Irish had little trouble in defeating Northwest Missouri State, sweeping all six singles matches in straight sets.

Number one singles, CeCe Cahill did not lose a game in beating Kelly Lintz 6-0, 6-0. Second-seeded Michelle Darrin cruised by Carrie Cornell 6-1, 6-2, while Alice Lobbes eliminated Ann Arts 6-1, 6-0 at number-three.

Kim Pacella prevailed over Amy Anderson 6-1, 6-4 at number-four, Natalie Illig put away Vicki Hollander 6-1, 6-4 at number-five and Cathy Bradshaw emerged victorious over Patty Dingfield 6-4, 6-4 at number-six. The teams did not play doubles.

Norman wins Heritage, rallies from four down

Join The Observer
**Braves’ end slide with win**

Associated Press

LOS ANGELES—Zane Smith pitched a four-hitter and Damaso Garcia hit his first National League home run as Atlanta ended a record 10-game losing streak with a 5-1 victory over the Los Angeles Dodgers on Sunday.

Smith, who struck out five and walked one. The only run off the left-hander came in the third, when Rick Dempsey walked and scored from second on Steve Sax’s single.

Garcia hit two-run homer off Don Sutton, .2-0, with one out in the sixth to put the Braves ahead. The homer scored Albert Hall, who had singled.

Pirates 12, Cubs 7

Andy Van Slyke hit two homers and R.J. Reynolds had four hits to lead an 18-hit attack as the Pittsburgh Pirates pounded the Chicago Cubs 12-7 Sunday at Chicago Stadium.

And Van Slyke and Bobby Bonilla drove in three runs each, as did Reynolds, who had a pair of doubles and two singles.

Vicente Palacios started for the Pirates but left in the fourth when he stopped a smash by Jim Foor and nabbed it bare-handed to first right.

Jim Gott pitched the final 2 2-3 innings.

Mets 3, Cardinals 2

Kevin Elster’s two out single in the ninth scored Mookie Wilson from third base and New York beat the St. Louis Cardinals 3-2 at New York for the Mets’ sixth consecutive victory.

The Mets tied the score in the eighth on run-scoring singles by Darryl Strawberry and Kevin McReynolds and then went on for a three-game sweep of St. Louis.

Wilson opened the ninth with a single off pitcher Steve Peters’ arm. Peters fielded the ball and, while third baseman Terry Pendleton tried to prevent him from throwing, a bounce into the first base stands for an error that sent Wilson to second.

Pinch hitter Barry Lyons sacrificed and pinch hitter Tim Teufel lined out to Pendleton. Elster, a rookie mired in a 4-34 slump, then singled off reliever Scott Terry.

Robby McDowell, 1-0, pitched two scoreless innings for the victory and Peters lost his first decision.

Expos 5, Phillies 2

Andres Galarraga drove in three runs with a homer and a single as the Montreal Expos defeated Philadelphia 5-2 Sunday at Montreal, sending the Phillies to their seventh straight defeat.

**No gain in fight**

Associated Press

LAS VEGAS—Marlon Starling and Mark Breland both thought they won. Neither of them boosted his stock. At the end of a rather dull 12 rounds Saturday night at the Las Vegas Hilton, Starling still was the World Boxing Association welterweight champion by virtue of a draw. "Mark maybe won three rounds," said Eddie Futch, Starling’s trainer. "I felt I came on in the late rounds," Breland said. "I thought I won."

Two of the three judges gave Breland three of the last four rounds and the third called the last four 2-1 in favor of Breland. But the 1984 Olympic champion fell just short of regaining the title he lost to Starling on an 11-round decision Aug. 22.

"I would have like to see him finish up stronger," said Eddie Futch. "I would have like to see him finish up stronger," said Eddie Futch. "I would have like to see him finish up stronger," said Eddie Futch. "I would have like to see him finish up stronger," said Eddie Futch.

"I would have like to see him finish up stronger," said Eddie Futch. "I would have like to see him finish up stronger," said Eddie Futch. "I would have like to see him finish up stronger," said Eddie Futch.
McEnroe breaks 19-month slide
Associated Press

TOKYO—John McEnroe, serving strongly and volleying well, trounced favored Stefan Edberg of Sweden 6-2, 6-3 Sunday in the men's singles finals of the Japan Open Tennis Championship for his first tournament victory in 19 months.

It was the first Grand Prix victory for McEnroe since he won in Scottsdale, Ariz. on Oct. 11, 1986. McEnroe was ranked No. 1 in the world from 1981 until 1984 but is currently ranked 25th.

It was McEnroe's seventh career victory in eight matches against Edberg, who is ranked third in the world. He earned $122,250 from a total purse of $627,500 while Edberg took home $61,125.

"I played up-and-down in the last year and a half, but it's good to win a tournament," said McEnroe, who never lost a game and broke Edberg four times in dispatching him in just an hour and 14 minutes.

"I had very good concentration today. I'll see how I can play now with different players and different surfaces. It will be just like climbing the mountain and it is still difficult to do." McEnroe said.

But his coach and former doubles partner, Peter Fleming, was optimistic about McEnroe, who has had several niggling injuries and has missed several tournaments after being suspended for his conduct on the court.

"John is about 75-80 percent compared to his best days. I think a comeback is possible," Fleming said.

McEnroe got off to a good start before 9,600 spectators on the hard court of the Ariake Tennis Park, taking the first game without losing a point. He consistently forced Edberg, who moved to the net aggressively.

He broke Edberg's service in the fourth game and again in the eighth with a lob from the net to take the first set in 41 minutes.

The second set was even quicker—just 33 minutes as the 29-year-old New Yorker hit two passing shots and a smash to break Edberg in the sixth game and take a 4-2 lead. Trailing 0-30 in the eighth game, Edberg double-faulted, then hit a ground stroke into the net as McEnroe raised his hands into the air to the cheering spectators.

Vogel ran the three-mile race in 16:15 to take the win. Kevin McKay was second with a time of 16:21. Ed Gibbons (18:12) was the first graduate student to finish followed by Eric Watkins.


Associated Press

McEnroe breaks 19-month slide

Spring Runs held
Special to The Observer

Sophomore Dave Flickinger and Carl Vogel were the big stars in Saturday's Irish Spring Runs.

Flickinger, a Pangborn Hall resident, won the six-mile race with a time of 34:34. James Morningstar won the faculty and sixth overall with a time of 42:35. John Riley (39:23) took the top two spots in the graduate student division in a time of 43:24 followed by Kerrie Lombe.

McKay was second with a time of 16:21. Ed Gibbons (18:12) was the first graduate student to finish followed by Eric Watkins.


East wins classic
Associated Press

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M.—Alumon Mourning's 16 points and Billy Owens' 14 rebounds led the East to a 105-99 victory over the West in the McDonald's All American Basketball game Sunday.

The 11th edition of the game featured some of the nation's best high school players, most headed for major-college powers in the fall.

Mourning, the 6-10, 230-pounder out of Carlisle, Pa., who has signed with Syracuse, added 16 points and shared the game's most valuable player award with Mourning.

Vogel ran the three-mile race in 16:15 to take the win. Kevin McKay was second with a time of 16:21. Ed Gibbons (18:12) was the first graduate student to finish followed by Eric Watkins.


Ford - Toyota - Volvo
JORDAN'S AUTOMALL
PH: 259-1981
JEFFERSON & CEDAR- MISHAWAKA

DOMINO'S PIZZA SUPPORTS YOUR CAMPUS FILM PROGRAM
JAMES BOND 007 FOR YOUR EYES ONLY FROM RUSSIA WITH LOVE

James Bond in Two Action Classics: FOR YOUR EYES ONLY and FROM RUSSIA WITH LOVE April 20th and 21st and April 22nd and 23rd Showtimes: 8:00 PM and 10:00 PM
Cushing Auditorium Admission: $1.50

ORDER A DOMINO'S PIZZA, BRING RECEIPT FROM PIZZA BOX TO THIS SCREENING FOR 50% OFF ADMISSION. ONE DISCOUNT PER RECEIPT. LIMITED NUMBER OF T-SHIRTS GIVEN AWAY. ALL ATTENDING WILL RECEIVE MONEY-SAVING COUPONS.

RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

BELIEVE IT OR NOT, THIS GUY IS IN CLASS.
If you're looking for excitement and adventure, you'll find it when you enroll in Army ROTC. It's not your ordinary college elective.

ARMY ROTC THE SMARTEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU CAN TAKE.

Scholarships This Summer. Call Captain Wierich 239-6264

Happy 19th Maure Weller

We love you—The family

You've come a long way, baby!

Navratilova wins title
Associated Press

AMELIA ISLAND, Fla—Martina Navratilova used a strong serve-and-volley game to defeat Gabriela Sabatini 6-0, 6-2 in just 53 minutes Sunday and win the $300,000 Bausch & Lomb Championships.

For the second-seeded Navratilova, it was her fifth straight tournament title this year and the second time in as many weeks she has defeated Sabatini in a final.

"I played well and she didn't. It's as simple as that," said Navratilova, 31, of Fort Worth, Texas.

Sabatini's performance did not match her effort in the semifinals Saturday when she rallied from a 3-0 deficit in the final set to beat top-ranked Steffi Graf of West Germany, 6-3, 4-6, 7-5.

"I was expecting the worst," Navratilova said. "I was thinking she'd play great and she'd be on a high from yesterday." But Navratilova never allowed the third-seeded Sabatini to solidify her baseline game on the slow clay courts at Amelia Island Plantation. Navratilova kept Sabatini guessing with strong serves and crisp put-away volleys.

It wasn't until Sabatini was down 4-0 in the first set that she got her first game points. Sabatini was 0-8 in the fifth game but squandered three game points and lost her serve.
Monday

An_Tostal, April 18 through April 24, 1988.

12 p.m. Institute for International Peace Studies seminar (Brown Bag) "Israel and Democracy," by Professor Alan Dowty, Notre Dame. Room 105 Law School.


7 p.m. Notre Dame Communication and Theatre Spring Film Series "Old Maid," 1939, 95 minutes, directed by Edmund Goulding, USA. Annenberg Auditorium.


8:15 p.m. College of Science John A. Lynch Lectures in the Biochemistry, Biophysics and Molecular Biology Program "DNA Replication," by Professor Arthur Kornberg, Nobel Laureate, Stanford University School of Medicine. Library auditorium.

9 p.m. Notre Dame Communication and Theatre Spring Film Series "Born in Flames," 1963, 96 minutes, directed by Lizzie Borden, independent production. Annenberg Auditorium.

---

**Dinner Menus**

**Notre Dame**

- Sloppy Joe
- Southern Fried Chicken
- Rotillini with Spring Vegetables
- Baked Sole with Savory Rice

**Saint Mary's**

- Roast Beef au jus
- Spaghetti with Meat Sauce
- Vegetarian Chow Mein
- Deli Bar

Observer classifieds will be accepted from 9am-3pm M-F at the Observer offices, 314 LaFortune.

---

**The Daily Crossword**

**ACROSS**

1. Digging implement
6. Chin, nurse
10. Opulent
14. Watery silk
15. Marquis de -
16. Name suffix
17. Standby
19. — Bede
20. Pro vote
21. Hung, dog
22. Vanities
23. Open to question
25. Candle
27. Copy
30. Rink stuff
31. Youth gp.
34. Eatery
35. Parent
36. Baby buggy
38. Biscuit
40. Offensive
41. Iowa city
42. Haiti
43. Vanish ingredient
44. Knightly title
45. Tiny —
46. Meaningful name
48. Entice
50. Faction
51. Smith at times
53. Facilitate
55. — Na Na
58. Cupid's aim
59. Comprehend
62. Soviet city
63. Machine carbone
64. Martinique mount
65. Prevents
66. Serf of old
67. Ornament

**DOWN**

1. Tex. school letters
2. Literal translation
3. Assistant
4. Undisturbed at sleep
5. Poet's word
6. Kansas
7. Merchandise
8. Increase
9. Call for attention
10. Depart
11. Dense growth
12. Cinnamon
13. Saves edges
14. Soviet city
15. Imitate
16. Paddle
17. Pinnacle mount
18. City on Blscayne Bay
19. Like some
20. City on
21. Nervous
22. Observe
23. Like some
24. Oxide
25. Like some
26. Building
27. Saga
28. City on
29. Like some
30. Like some
31. Like some
32. Ma Thompson
33. Flower spike
34. Cut grass
35. Objected
36. Agitate
37. Bread ends
38. Observations
39. Ants
40. Offensive
41. Iowa city
42. Haitian
43. Disscumber
44. Glob
45. Abound
46. Ancient
47. Necrotic
48. Heart
49. Bread ends
50. Fraction
51. Uncouth door
52. Isr. dance
53. Arab gulf
54. Arun gulf
55. Glorious
56. Male ant
57. Ultrasound
58. Baden Baden
59. Utilize
60. Baden Baden
61. Hideaway

---

**Comics**

**Bloom County**

Berke Breathed

**Calvin and Hobbes**

Bill Watterson

---

**Far Side**

Gary Larson

---

Enjoy An_Tostal

With James Bond

For Your Eyes Only

April 20 & 21

8:30 PM

Tickets $2.00

---

From Russia With Love

April 22 & 23

8:30 PM

Tickets $2.00

---

The tragic proliferation of noseguns
By PETE LaFLEUR
Sports Writer
The Notre Dame lacrosse team paled in comparison to the Denison Big Red at Moose Krause Stadium Saturday as Denison turned a 5-1 deficit into a 14-6 victory that dropped the Irish to 9-2 for the season. The loss snapped the Irish's seven game winning streak and prevented them from setting a school record of eight consecutive wins.

Junior attacker John Lou Holtz said that he was confident going into the game and that he didn't feel intimidated by the potent Denison attack. He came up with several big saves early on that he hoped "would pump the team up."

While Glazier was thwarting the Big Red attack, the Irish defense used a patient attack to jump out to a 1-0 lead at the 13:58 mark of the second quarter. But they could do little from there on as the Big Red adjusted to the Irish zone and mixed up their own defense to propel Denison to 11 straight goals and a 5-2 record.

Denison's Kurt Himy was possibly the key player in the game. Himy won 15 of the 22 faceoffs and scored three goals on outside shots.

That guy (Himy) was really good and he hurt us on the faceoffs because they just kept possession and kept scoring goals," Irish senior tri-captain Pat Murphy said. "The only way we could really get the ball on offense was if they dropped one or if Jeff made the save."

Early in the game, Glazier and the Irish zone defense shut down the Big Red attack. Glazier recorded five saves in the first quarter as Denison scored only once on eight shots. But Holtz and the other Denison midfielders adjusted to the Notre Dame zone by screening Glazier and taking low outside shots. The Big Red stuck quickly towards the end of the second quarter to tie the game at five, and from then on Denison had the momentum.

"It made for exciting baseball this weekend," said first-year Irish baseball coach Pat Murphy, "to be 23-6 and in first place in the Midwestern Collegiate Conference rivals to clinch a spot in the conference playoffs and virtually guarantee themselves of hosting the playoffs. The only way Notre Dame (23-16, 9-3 in the MCC) will not be the host is in the unlikely circumstances that Dayton sweep its remaining conference games or wins seven of eight and wins a tiebreaker.

"It made for exciting baseball this weekend," said first-year Irish baseball coach Pat Murphy, "to be 23-6 and in first place in the Midwestern Collegiate Conference rivals to clinch a spot in the conference playoffs and virtually guarantee themselves of hosting the playoffs. The only way Notre Dame (23-16, 9-3 in the MCC) will not be the host is in the unlikely circumstances that Dayton sweep its remaining conference games or wins seven of eight and wins a tiebreaker.

"It made for exciting baseball this weekend," said first-year Irish baseball coach Pat Murphy, "to be 23-6 and in first place in the Midwestern Collegiate Conference rivals to clinch a spot in the conference playoffs and virtually guarantee themselves of hosting the playoffs. The only way Notre Dame (23-16, 9-3 in the MCC) will not be the host is in the unlikely circumstances that Dayton sweep its remaining conference games or wins seven of eight and wins a tiebreaker.

"It made for exciting baseball this weekend," said first-year Irish baseball coach Pat Murphy, "to be 23-6 and in first place in the Midwestern Collegiate Conference rivals to clinch a spot in the conference playoffs and virtually guarantee themselves of hosting the playoffs. The only way Notre Dame (23-16, 9-3 in the MCC) will not be the host is in the unlikely circumstances that Dayton sweep its remaining conference games or wins seven of eight and wins a tiebreaker.

"I thought they had our main defense dominates again
By THERESA KELLY and GREG GUFFEY
Sports Writers
No flags.
Junior Mark Green returned the opening kickoff in Friday's football scrimmage 85 yards for a touchdown virtually untouched by the walk-on special teams unit. That also was the only touchdown the Irish would score in a scrimmage marred by inconsistent play from the offense.

The Irish rushers gained 161 yards on 76 carries for only 2.1 yards per carry, while the receivers caught 11 of 35 passes for 123 yards. Notre Dame's inexperienced offensive line was getting a look at life in the trenches, and left Irish head coach Lou Holtz shaking his head. "It presents an awful lot of problems with a young offensive line," Holtz said. "They're young and they're inexperienced, but they'll learn, they'll grow, they'll benefit and they'll be better."  

As has been the case all spring, the Irish defense dominated, allowing only Green's touchdown and two field goals by sophomore Reggie Ho from 30 and 35 yards. Green also was the receiving star, collecting 70 yards on three catches. Tony Brooks rushed for 46 yards on 13 carries, and Antwon Lark averaged 6.0 yards for his 5 rushing attempts. 

Tony Rice saw the most playing time at quarterback, completing 6 of 20 passes for 99 yards.  "I know everyone likes to look at stats," Holtz said. "But I can't believe Tony could throw the ball any better than he did today. I think with little protection, he was on target maybe with one exception."  

Holtz also cited penalties as a problem the Irish will have to solve before the 1988 season starts in September. The offense was penalized five times for 52 yards, with the defense being flagged five times for 50 yards.

"We just haven't developed that feel," Holtz said. "That's something you have to get as you go along. It's the missed assignments and the lack of fundamentals in the offensive line that concerns me the most. People have to play next to one another and work on their rhythm and get that thing down so they know exactly what they're doing."  

see SPRING, page 12

By STEVE MEGARGEE
Assistant Sports Editor
You could tell something was up when the spring game went off at nike Kline Field during the fifth inning of the second game of Saturday's Notre Dame-Detroit doubleheader.

But compared to everything else that happened at Kline Field over the weekend, the sprinkler incident was nothing out of the ordinary.

When it was all said and done, the Irish had won three of four games from their Midwestern Collegiate Conference rivals to clinch a spot in the conference playoffs and virtually guarantee themselves of hosting the playoffs. The only way Notre Dame (23-16, 9-3 in the MCC) will not be the host is in the unlikely circumstances that Dayton sweep its remaining conference games or wins seven of eight and wins a tiebreaker.

"It made for exciting baseball this weekend," said first-year Irish baseball coach Pat Murphy, "to be 23-6 and in first place in the Midwestern Collegiate division, but I'm not going to get complacent. There's still a lot of baseball to play."

Notre Dame clinched a spot in the playoffs with Saturday's doubleheader sweep of the Titans. But it was anything but your average sweep. Detroit held leads of 6-0, 7-1 and 9-3 in the first game Saturday, but Notre Dame exploded for five runs in the fifth to take the lead for good.

"Skupien had a great day, and Pesavento will just find a way to beat you," Murphy said. "Skupien did a nice job at second base, and he's starting to hit the ball. We haven't lost a beat with Skupien in there.

"Jeff played fantastically and had a great game all-around, but they had some outbursts, the Irish didn't fare too well on the offensive end of the field either. The Irish defense had some problems clearing the ball past the pesky Denison midfielders, and when they did complete the transition the offense was unable to get good shots. The team forced many bad shots and many times when Irish players penetrated towards the goal the ball was knocked out of their sticks only moments before at the high percentage shots.

"They started the game in a zone, like we had before and we ate it up," McHugholas. "But compared to everything else, the Irish didn't fare too well on the offensive end of the field either. The Irish defense had some problems clearing the ball past the pesky Denison midfielders, and when they did complete the transition the offense was unable to get good shots. The team forced many bad shots and many times when Irish players penetrated towards the goal the ball was knocked out of their sticks only moments before at the high percentage shots.

"We felt we could continue to take it to them but they started to allow us one shot at the most each time down. They made us pay for our mistakes."

The Irish continued to have problems scoring on man-up situations. But they started mixing up their defenses and it took us time just to see what they were in.

"I can't believe Tony could throw the ball any better than he did today. I think with little protection, he was on target maybe with one exception."  

Tony Rice takes a handoff to Anthony Johnson during Friday's football scrimmage. The defense again dominated the scrimmage as the offense could score only 13 points.

see LAX, page 13
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